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Chapter One

People have always dreamed of flying. In Greek mythology, 
the inventor Daedalus flew using wings made of wax, 

feathers, and thread. In the 1400s, artist Leonardo da Vinci 
sketched hundreds of pictures of flying machines. More than 
400 years later, two brothers showed the world that human 
flight was no longer just a dream.

When Wilbur and Orville Wright were young boys in Ohio, 
their father bought them a wooden toy plane. A small 
propeller on the plane turned using twisted rubber bands. The 
boys played with the toy so much that they broke it. They built 
copies of it. They also made kites to sell to friends. Fascinated 
with the idea of flying, the Wrights spent years studying flight 
and making gliders. “Flight was generally looked upon as an 
impossibility,” said Orville. The brothers added propellers and 
a gas engine to a large glider made of wood and fabric. Their 
nephew called it a “whopper flying machine.”

A Whopper Flying 
Machine 
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On December 17, 1903, the Wrights tested their flying machine on the 
breezy sand dunes of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. With Orville at the 
controls, the plane flew for 12 seconds before safely returning to the 
ground. “They done it! They done it!” shouted one observer. People could 
hardly believe it. A headline in a French newspaper read “Flyers or Liars?”

News of the first successful flight spread. Other inventors learned from 
the Wright brothers’ designs and began to improve on them. The first 
flights were cold. There was no insulation from the air. They were also 
bumpy because pilots couldn’t fly high enough to reach calmer air. World 
War I (1914–1918) and World War II (1939–1945) spurred further design 
and engineering advances. People started building heavier and bigger 
airplanes with more impressive engines and using stronger materials. 
People began to fly just for fun.

First successful flight of the Wright Flyer, by the Wright brothers in 1903
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Today’s airplanes use powerful jet engines. They fly higher, 
faster, and farther than ever. They carry billions of people to 
destinations around the globe. An average of 8 million people 
take flight every day. During busy travel times there may be as 
many as 16,000 planes in the skies at once. More air traffic means 
more noise pollution and more air pollution.

Airplanes burn billions of gallons of jet fuel each year. Jet fuel 
is made from petroleum. Petroleum is a fossil fuel formed 
underground over millions of years from the remains of plants 
and animals. Fossil fuels are nonrenewable resources. Once 
they’re used, they’re gone. Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal 
are fast being depleted.

Chapter One
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A "Whopper Flying Machine"

Fun Facts
A Boeing 737, an average size plane, burns about 
12.5 gallons of fuel every minute.

The distance of the Wright brothers’ first flight is 
shorter than the wingspan of most of today’s 
commercial airplanes.

1

2

When fossil fuels are burned to release their energy, 
they emit carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is a colorless, 
odorless gas. Each gallon of burned jet fuel releases 21 
pounds of carbon dioxide into the air. Carbon dioxide 
builds up in the atmosphere. This buildup causes the 
Earth’s temperature to rise. 

Airplanes release about 500 million tons of carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere every year. The world needs a 
solution to airplane pollution. Powering airplanes with 
electricity, instead of jet fuel, could be the answer.
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